Effect of batch age on potency and dissolution of levothyroxine sodium tablets: impact of BP and USP monograph differences on dissolution results.
Controversies surround levothyroxine sodium as a drug and product, and are reflected in compendia (USP vs BP) differences in levothyroxine sodium tablets specifications concerning potency limit and dissolution test conditions, and in lack of consensus on several issues such as whether the drug BCS class I or III. We have recently published a clinical study in patients comparing the efficacy of multisource 100 mcg levothyroxine sodium tablets (three sources, two brands, a total of five batches). Clinical efficacy and dissolution rate data varied among the tablet batches studied and indicated that brand/source interchangeability could not be claimed. The efficacy parameters showed good correlation with dissolution data generated under BP 2014, but not under USP 2014 dissolution test conditions. In the present study, we decided to expand the number of tablet batches studied in vitro to a total of 12, to report potency and content uniformity data missing in the clinical study, and to further examine the discrepancy in dissolution results based on the medium used. The wide range of batch age in the studied samples allowed investigating the effect of batch age on in-vitro tablet performance parameters. Generated potency values indicated the prevalence of super-potent tablet batches. The dissolution data reflected the effect of compendia monograph differences in dissolution medium. The results also indicated an inverse relationship between tablet potency and batch age and, between dissolution and batch age. The possible effect of potency results on the generated dissolution data was discussed. Statistical significance of correlations examined was assessed by linear and non-linear regression analysis. Statistical significance was evident for the relation between batch age and BP 2014 dissolution data, compared to USP 2014 dissolution results.